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ANNE KOPLIK
Handcrafted with ❤ in the USA with crystals from Swarovski®
We asked our AKD family what it means to #be_unforgettable...

“Find your passion and live your dream.”
ANNE

“Love yourself and be proud.”
JILL
Owner, Designer & Photographer

“Pay it forward.”
KIMBERLY
Brand Manager

“Be a unicorn in a field of horses.”
CORRINNE
Assembly Manager

“Personal style and confidence. Having genuine interest in the people you meet.”
STEPHANIE
Jewelry Artist

“Be a kind and caring person.”
CAROL
Office Manager

“Let your smile change the world.”
KARA
Owner & wears many hats

“Make a good first impression.”
CATHY
Production Manager

“Throw kindness around like confetti.”
ROCIO
Jewelry Artist

“Live. Laugh. Love.”
TINA
Sales Associate

“Greet the day with a cup of coffee and a smile!”
RUTH
Shipping

“Be true to yourself.”
VAL
Marketing Associate

To Order: Contact Mollie Catherman p: 503.427.0578  f: 888.485.8329 mollie@TheRetailConnection.us www.TheRetailConnection.us

Thank you so much for placing your orders through The Retail Connection.
Letter From Anne

Throughout the past 37 years that we have been in business, our goal has been to bring well designed, well made, memorable jewelry, which is handcrafted in the USA, to you and your customers. Thus, twice a year, we (Jill, Kara, I and our team) develop and present to you styles that are classic, but with a nod towards the newest fashion trends and colors.

Spring/Summer 2018 is no exception. You will find in this collection new designs, and new categories, while we continue to offer many of our most popular older styles.

We have our best selling bangles and “Wrapsody” bracelets in new metals, colors and styles. Each one offered with a beautiful inspirational quote or message, which makes them perfect for gift giving, even if that gift is one that your customer gives to herself!

Our “jumble” necklaces are a brand new category that we have introduced within our Whimsy Collection. Here you will find a group of miniature charms which “jumble” together to make up a fun and fanciful look which is perfect for everyday wear.

I am most excited to introduce you and your customers to my newest collection, one which is closest to my heart, “Anne’s Vault.” This collection is comprised of a select group of limited edition vintage glass necklaces, which will come to you on a hand numbered card. When I first began in business in the early 1980’s I came across some of the most lovely handcrafted glass and imitation gemstones that I had ever seen. I didn’t have a specific idea of how I would use these precious works of art, but I knew that I couldn’t pass them up. So I purchased them, and have continued to purchase special, unique vintage glass ever since. I am fascinated with them, their workmanship and style, and the fact that they will never be made in the same way again. Through “Anne’s Vault”, I am giving these treasures the attention that they deserve and allowing everyone to appreciate and enjoy them, just as much as I do!

Lastly, I want to share with you an explanation of what you have been seeing on our social media posts and throughout this catalog - #be_unforgettable. After so many years of designing jewelry to help make women feel as beautiful on the outside as they are on the inside, I have realized that what we all strive for, what we all want...is to “be unforgettable.” We want you and each one of your customers to “be unforgettable,” whether it is the style one develops, gift that one gives, or the store ambiance that one creates. We encourage you to “be unforgettable” in all that you do!

Anne Koplik
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Designer & Founder

Anne has always loved beautiful things, her favorite being antique jewelry. In the early 1980’s, after spending many years learning about and collecting antique jewelry, she realized that there was a need for affordable, vintage inspired styles. Collecting and wearing these vintage designs made her feel unforgettable, and she wanted other women to feel unforgettable too!

Anne’s mother, Sally, had been a millinery designer during the 1920’s. She was the perfect resource for Anne, and she encouraged her to go to 37th Street in NYC to find jewelry supplies. It was in one of those bead houses on 37th Street where she picked up her first pair of rosary pliers. She didn’t have to be taught how to use them, she instinctively knew. From there she purchased her first glass beads, chain and findings then went to her Long Island home to craft a dozen necklace and earring sets on her dining room table. Anne’s sister, Ilene, offered those very first pieces in her Cedarhurst, NY boutique. In no time, it was clear how much her designs were adored, because in 3 days every piece was sold...and Anne soon thereafter found herself in the middle of the fashion jewelry industry.

The Company

Today, Anne Koplik jewelry collections are proudly designed and handcrafted in their Brewster, NY studio. Anne and her team of skilled American artisans handcraft vintage inspired jewelry with crystals from Swarovski®. Each piece of jewelry is created for women who want to experience beautiful antique-inspired designs and have them for their own, at an attainable price.

One of Anne’s greatest joys is that she works side by side with both of her daughters Jill and Kara. Together they oversee all aspects of the business. She also loves that as she designs each piece, her golden retriever, Sonny, relaxes by her feet, on the purple floors that she installed throughout her workshop. Purple has always been one of Anne’s favorite colors.

Our Jewelry

For over 37 years, the name Anne Koplik has stood for style and quality. With over 400 pieces introduced each year, our jewelry can be spotted everywhere from the grocery store to the red carpet, proving versatility for every occasion. Today, Anne’s jewelry is often used by stylists and is worn by many of Hollywood’s elite. In fact, Anne Koplik jewelry has been the exclusive provider of jewelry for Dancing with the Stars since Season 5. Her jewelry has been featured at the American Music Awards, Daytime Emmy Awards, Tony Awards, The Wendy Williams Show, The Home and Family Network, Entertainment Tonight, and The Insider. Fashion editorial coverage has included prominent magazines such as InStyle, Lucky, Modern Bride, Good Housekeeping, and Women’s Wear Daily.

As Seen In...

We use only the finest materials, including crystals from Swarovski®, antique glass beads, and reproduction glass stones. We individually design, create and ship our jewelry from our studio located in Brewster, New York. Our earring wires are made from brass or sterling silver plated brass. The earring posts are made of surgical steel. Chains and clasps are solid brass. Our enamels are hand mixed and hand applied in our studio by skilled American artisans. All necklaces are adjustable from 16-18” long unless otherwise noted. Most importantly, all of our metals are completely lead/nickel/cadmium-free. Most earrings shown have both a standard wire (leverback) and an option for a post or clip-on, both of which are made with crystals from Swarovski®. There is an additional $6.00 charge to have any pair of earrings changed into a post or clip-on. When placing your order for earrings you must specify leverback, post or clip-on.
Our Jewelry
Anne Koplik Designs

Quality Statement
Each Anne Koplik Designs “it” piece is hand-crafted with time-tested techniques that no foreign assembly line or machine can match. Our work endures because we use only the finest materials; crystals from Swarovski®, freshwater pearls, hand mixed and hand applied enamels, glass stones, Mother of Pearl, etc. Earring wires are antiqued solid brass or antiqued sterling silver plated brass. Earring posts are surgical steel. All metals are lead/nickel/cadmium-free.

Connect With Us!

We value our relationships. Stay connected with us online to see our newest collections, receive exclusive promotions, and share with us all things AKD!

Don’t forget to #be_unforgettable!

We now have two options: with lip 2” x 2.5” or without lip: 3” x 3”
Please specify which card you prefer when placing your order.

To Order:
Contact Mollie Catherman
p: 503.427.0578
f: 888.485.8329
mollie@TheRetailConnection.us
www.TheRetailConnection.us

Thank you so much for placing your orders through The Retail Connection.
Over 35 years ago, Anne began designing jewelry and started to buy batches of decorative glass stones to use in her designs, some made as far back as the early 1900’s. Enchanted by these rare works of art, she has created Anne’s Vault, a collection of limited edition designs using these select pieces of magnificent vintage glass.

NEW!

**Anne’s Vault**

$13

Forever Red Vault Necklace

Over 35 years ago I began designing jewelry and started to buy batches of decorative glass stones to use in my designs, some made as far back as the early 1900’s. Enchanted by these rare works of art, I have created Anne’s Vault, a collection of limited edition designs using these select pieces of magnificent vintage glass. We hope you forever treasure your necklace featuring a light red glass spear shaped pendant resembling crystal quartz.

Necklace length: 13”-17”
Anne Koplak, Handcrafted with ♥ in the USA

AVNK 004 LRD

$15

Forever Rose Vault Necklace

Over 35 years ago I began designing jewelry and started to buy batches of decorative glass stones to use in my designs, some made as far back as the early 1900’s. Enchanted by these rare works of art, I have created Anne’s Vault, a collection of limited edition designs using these select pieces of magnificent vintage glass. We hope you forever treasure your necklace featuring a light red glass spear shaped pendant resembling crystal quartz.

Necklace length: 15”-17”
Anne Koplak, Handcrafted with ♥ in the USA

AVNS 105 PINK

$16

Forever Blue Vault Necklace

Over 35 years ago I began designing jewelry and started to buy batches of decorative glass stones to use in my designs, some made as far back as the early 1900’s. Enchanted by these rare works of art, I have created Anne’s Vault, a collection of limited edition designs using these select pieces of magnificent vintage glass. We hope you forever treasure your necklace featuring a light blue glass spear shaped pendant resembling Swarovski® crystal.

Necklace length: 13”-17”
Anne Koplak, Handcrafted with ♥ in the USA

AVNS 102 Blu

$16

Forever Jade Vault Necklace

Over 35 years ago I began designing jewelry and started to buy batches of decorative glass stones to use in my designs, some made as far back as the early 1900’s. Enchanted by these rare works of art, I have created Anne’s Vault, a collection of limited edition designs using these select pieces of magnificent vintage glass. We hope you forever treasure your necklace featuring a light green glass spear shaped pendant resembling carved jade.

Necklace length: 13”-17”
Anne Koplak, Handcrafted with ♥ in the USA

AVNK 006 GRN
A collection of limited edition designs using select pieces of magnificent vintage glass from Anne’s very own vault.

**Forever Flowers Vault Necklace**
Over 35 years ago I began designing jewelry and started to buy batches of decorative glass stones to use in my designs, some made as far back as the early 1900’s. Enchanted by these rare works of art, I have created **Anne’s Vault**, a collection of limited edition designs using these select pieces of magnificent vintage glass. We hope you forever treasure your necklace featuring a glass stone reverse mirror hand painted with a garden of flowers.

**Forever Lapis Vault Necklace**
Over 35 years ago I began designing jewelry and started to buy batches of decorative glass stones to use in my designs, some made as far back as the early 1900’s. Enchanted by these rare works of art, I have created **Anne’s Vault**, a collection of limited edition designs using these select pieces of magnificent vintage glass. We hope you forever treasure your necklace featuring a lapis carved glass stone necklace.

**Forever Yellow Vault Necklace**
Over 35 years ago I began designing jewelry and started to buy batches of decorative glass stones to use in my designs, some made as far back as the early 1900’s. Enchanted by these rare works of art, I have created **Anne’s Vault**, a collection of limited edition designs using these select pieces of magnificent vintage glass. We hope you forever treasure your necklace featuring an oval glass stone resembling a yellow opal.

**Forever Tanzanite Vault Necklace**
Over 35 years ago I began designing jewelry and started to buy batches of decorative glass stones to use in my designs, some made as far back as the early 1900’s. Enchanted by these rare works of art, I have created **Anne’s Vault**, a collection of limited edition designs using these select pieces of magnificent vintage glass. We hope you forever treasure your necklace featuring a vintage glass stone representing an oval carved tanzanite jewel.
Over 35 years ago, Anne began designing jewelry and started to buy batches of decorative glass stones to use in her designs, some made as far back as the early 1900's. Enchanted by these rare works of art, she has created Anne’s Vault, a collection of limited edition designs using these select pieces of magnificent vintage glass.

NEW!

Anne’s Vault

Forever Sailboat Vault Necklace
Over 35 years ago I began designing jewelry and started to buy batches of decorative glass stones to use in my designs, some made as far back as the early 1900’s. Enchanted by these rare works of art, I have created Anne’s Vault, a collection of limited edition designs using these select pieces of magnificent vintage glass. We hope you forever treasure your oval vintage glass stone necklace with a reverse mirror hand-painted sailboat.

$20

Necklace length 13”-17”
Anne Koplik
Handcrafted with ❤️ in the USA
___ of ___

AVNS 104 WHT

Forever Coral Vault Necklace
Over 35 years ago I began designing jewelry and started to buy batches of decorative glass stones to use in my designs, some made as far back as the early 1900’s. Enchanted by these rare works of art, I have created Anne’s Vault, a collection of limited edition designs using these select pieces of magnificent vintage glass. We hope you forever treasure your necklace with a glass stone resembling carved coral featuring Egyptian arches in the style of hieroglyphs.

$16

Necklace length 13”-17”
Anne Koplik
Handcrafted with ❤️ in the USA
___ of ___

AVNK 002 COR

Forever Turquoise Vault Necklace
Over 35 years ago I began designing jewelry and started to buy batches of decorative glass stones to use in my designs, some made as far back as the early 1900’s. Enchanted by these rare works of art, I have created Anne’s Vault, a collection of limited edition designs using these select pieces of magnificent vintage glass. We hope you forever treasure your faux turquoise glass stone necklace that is representative of the Egyptian revival period.

$19

Necklace length 13”-17”
Anne Koplik
Handcrafted with ❤️ in the USA
___ of ___

AVNK 001 TUR

Forever Hematite Vault Necklace
Over 35 years ago I began designing jewelry and started to buy batches of decorative glass stones to use in my designs, some made as far back as the early 1900’s. Enchanted by these rare works of art, I have created Anne’s Vault, a collection of limited edition designs using these select pieces of magnificent vintage glass. We hope you forever treasure your necklace featuring a faux hematite stone with an embossed intaglio warrior’s head referencing the Greek Revival period.

$14

Necklace length 13”-17”
Anne Koplik
Handcrafted with ❤️ in the USA
___ of ___

AVNS 101 HEM
NEW!

jumble collection

A symbolic grouping of miniature charms that are a beautiful reminder of all of the things you love!
NEW! wrapsody collection
ORANGE
joy - creativity - balance

IRIS
wisdom - faith - hope

RED
adventure - passion - energy

LOTUS FLOWER
radiate out into the world

YELLOW
happiness - positivity - energy

DRAGONFLY
fly high and touch the sky

ANNE KOPLIK
Handcrafted with ♥ in the USA
Crystals from Swarovski®

NO. 33 $20

NO. 43 $18

NO. 37 $19

NO. 47 $14

NO. 36 $17

NO. 46 $17
NEW! wrapsody collection
FAIRY
dance with fairies and talk to the moon

NO. 31  $15

EVIL EYE
a symbol of protection

NO. 25  $12

CROSS
always have faith

NO. 30  $14

OM
positive mind - positive vibes - positive life

NO. 32  $12

UNICORN
stay magical

NO. 34  $14

HAMSA
happiness - luck - good fortune

NO. 38  $14
NEW! silver bangle bracelet collection
NEW! Silver bangle bracelet collection

BBS 114 PRL  $11
“Be like the lotus: trust in the light; grow through the dirt; believe in new beginnings.”
ANONYMOUS
Handcrafted with ❤️ in USA
with crystals from Swarovski®

BBS 102 PER  $10
“Good things will come my way.”
ANONYMOUS
Handcrafted with ❤️ in USA
with crystals from Swarovski®

BBS 110 MNL  $12
“Om is where the heart is.”
ANONYMOUS
Handcrafted with ❤️ in USA
with crystals from Swarovski®

BBS 115 CRY  $13
“Just believe.”
ANONYMOUS
Handcrafted with ❤️ in USA
with crystals from Swarovski®

BBS 108 COR  $10
“Wear the evil eye to feel safe and protected.”
ANONYMOUS
Handcrafted with ❤️ in USA
with crystals from Swarovski®

BBS 113 LBL  $12
“All you need is faith, trust and a little pixie dust.”
TINKERBELL
Handcrafted with ❤️ in USA
with crystals from Swarovski®
NEW! silver bangle bracelet collection

BBS 100 CRY $13
BBS 107 PEO $12
BBS 104 VIO $13
BBS 103 CAB $13
BBS 106 TAZ $12
BBS 111 SBL $12
“Live life as if it were created just for you.”
MAYA ANGELOU

“If you can dream it, you can do it.”
WALT DISNEY

“Adventure is worthwhile.”
ARISTOTLE

“When a dragonfly sits on your shoulder, all your dreams will come true.”
AMERICAN INDIAN CULTURE

“The best is yet to come.”
ANONYMOUS

“Dream it. Wish it. Do it.”
ANONYMOUS

brass bangle bracelet collection
"Luck is believing you’re lucky."
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

"Start each day with a grateful heart."
Anonymous

"Friends are the flowers of life."
Anonymous

"The wisdom you seek is already within you."
Anonymous

"All things are possible if you believe."
Anonymous

"When a dragonfly sits on your shoulder, all your dreams will come true."
American Indian Culture

brass bangle bracelet collection
beaded choker collection

Items on this page $12 ea
faux sueded choker collection 12"-16" adjustable

All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
NS 3159 CSS
$14.00

ES 03 CSS

ER 4736 AIR
$13.00

ES 3162 CAB
$11.00

NK 4732 PDS
$19.00

ER 02 PDS

NS 3160 WOP
$14.00

ES 03 WOP

NS 3160 WOP
$14.00

choker collection 12”-16” adjustable
gift pendant collection

All ES03 earrings $10 pr
gift pendant collection
All ER02 earrings $10 pr
NEW! bohemian flutterby collection
hammer bay flutterby collection

All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
wanderlust flutterby collection
santorini flutterby collection
chasing rainbows flutterby collection

All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
chasing rainbows flutterby collection

sky high flutterby collection

All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
boho chic flutterby collection

NK 4314 JON $23

ER 4314 JON $16

NK 4009 MUL $30

ER 4009 AMUL $13

EB 05036 MUL $10

NB 05036 MUL $25

NK 4314 JON $23

NK 3947 SCRY $34

ER 3947 ACRY $15

BR 4009 MUL $29
sandstone flutterby collection

All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
tropical sealife collection

All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
golden sand sealife collection
golden sand sealife collection
meridian sealife collection

ES 7699 BLU
$9

NS 7699 BLU
$29

NS 7696 MBL
$19

NS 7697 MBL
$27

ES 7699 BLU
$9

ES 7696 MBL
$19

ES 3098 BLU
$25

ES 03 LTU
$12

ES 7696 MBL
$12

ES 3099 BLU
$14

ES 03 LTU
$12

ES 3098 BLU
$25

ES 7697 MBL
$14

ES 7698 ABLU
$10

ES 7698 BBLU
$10

meridian sealife collection
All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
glassworks collection
NF 469 CAB
$25

RS 7483 CRY
$19

ES 7483 CRY ER 4672 PAS

NK 4538 MUL
$17

ER 469 CAB
$10

NEW
NS 3198 PAS $15

ES 3198 PAS
$11

NEW
ES 7483 CRY $20

ER 4672 PAS
$10

NEW
ER 4538 MUL $15

ER 1384 A
$7

NEW
ER 1384 B $12

NK 1384 S $56

NEW
NK 4777 LAM $9

NEW
NK 4777 LRS $9

NEW
NK 4777 LBL $9

NEW
NK 4777 S $25

LENGTH: 18-20” + 5” TASSEL

glassworks collection
faith collection

All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
faith collection

All ES03 earrings $10 pr
princess collection

All ES03 & ER02 earnings $10 pr
All NK 4718 $12 ea

All ER 4718 $10 pr

All ER 4718 $15 pr

princess collection
pacific paradise collection

NK 4571 PAS $36
NK 4572 PAS $27
BR 4571 PAS $30
ER 4571 PAS $14
ER 4572 PAS $27
ER 02 PAC $12
NK 4575 PAC $22
BR 4575 PAC $21

All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
pacific paradise collection

All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
aqua horizon collection

All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
opalescent horizon collection

All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
vintage rosé collection
All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
vintage blush collection
All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
vintage kaleidoscope collection
mint majesty collection

All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
vintage bohemian collection

NK 4715 BPAS $31
NK 4715 APAS $31
NK 4651 TUR $24
NK 4652 TUR $16
ER 4650 TUR $11
ER 4652 ATUR $11
ER 4652 PRP $15
ER 4652 TUR $21
ER 4715 BPAS $21
ER 4715 APAS $31
ER 4715 PAS $11
ER 4583 MUL $27
ER 4583 MUL $13
ER 4583 MUL $15
ER 6875 PDS $22
ER 8058 TAZ $30
ER 6839 TAZ $30
ER 6864 TUR $19
ER 6864 TUR $19
ER 4651 AQU $15
ER 4651 TUR $24
ES 8540 PRP $15
BR 4715 PAS $21
ER 8058 IND $32
NS 7888 TUR
MOTHER OF PEARL
$29

ES 7888 TUR
MOTHER OF PEARL
$14

NS 3087 ALTU
$14

ES 3087 ALTU
$14

NS 3087 ALTU
$14

NS 3087 LTU
$23

ES 3087 LTU
$16

ER 6693 AQU
$23

ES 03 LTU
$20

ES 03 TUR
$20

ES 8540 AQU
$14

ES 8540 AQU
$14

ES 3154 MOP
MOTHER OF PEARL
$20

ES 3154 MOP
MOTHER OF PEARL
$20

ER 6693 AQU
$23

ES 3154 MOP
MOTHER OF PEARL
$11

ES 3154 MOP
MOTHER OF PEARL
$11

ES 8499 AQU
$20

ES 8499 AQU
$20

BS 3087 LTU
$34

adobe vintage collection
All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr
pastel deco collection
amethyst retro collection

NK 4648 LAM
$13

ER 02 TAZ
$10

NK 4649 LAM
LENGTH: 22-24"
DROP: 1 1/2"
$23

NK 4647 LAM
$29

ER 4648 LAM
$11

ER 4649 LAM
$15

ER 6868 LAM
$16

ER 4647 LAM
$11

BR 4647 LAM
$32
colorado topaz collection
dune white collection
enchanted circle collection

NK 4659 CCAB $46
NK 4659 ACAB $17
NK 4659 BCAB $34
ER 4659 BCAB $20
ER 4659 ACAB $14
ER O2 CAB $10
To order:
Brass: ER02 - 3 letter code
Silver: ES03 - 3 letter code
Each color sold in pre-packs of 2 pair.

**perfect match collection (all colors available in both brass & silver)**
To order:
Brass: ER02 - 3 letter code
Silver: ES03 - 3 letter code
Each color sold in pre-packs of 2 pair.

All ER02 & ES03 - $10 pr

perfect match collection (all colors available in both brass & silver)
ES01 CRY-CRY
ES01 CRY-SNT
ES01 CSS-CGS
ES01 MNL-WOP
ES01 PAC-LUG
ES01 RPH-LPC
ES01 JET-CRY
ES01 SNT-BLD
ES01 CGS-BRZ
ES01 ROP-LRS
ES01 BLU-AIR
ES01 LAAB-SMV
ES01 EME-ERN
ES01 MON-IND
ES01 TAZ-VIO
ES01 CRY-MUL
ES01 BLR-PDS
ES01 TOP-COP
ES01 PUR-AMY
ES01 RED-RUB
ES01 OLI-PAB
ES01 ORA-CAB

crystal stud collection

All ES01 - $13 pr
jumble collection
A symbolic grouping of miniature charms that are a beautiful reminder of all of the things you love!

Anne’s Vault
A collection of limited edition designs using select pieces of magnificent vintage glass from Anne’s very own vault.

Anne’s Vault
VINTAGE TREASURE COLLECTION

Forever Flower Vault Necklace

Over 35 years ago I began designing jewelry and started to buy batches of decorative glass pieces to use in my designs, some made as far back as the early 1900s. Enchanted by these tiny works of art, I have created Anne’s Vault, a collection of limited edition designs using these select pieces of magnificent vintage glass. We hope you forever treasure your necklace featuring a glass flower laser etched, and handmade with a garden of flowers.

173 Main St.
Brewster, NY 10509

© 2018 Anne Koplik Designs, Inc.
No part of this catalog may be reproduced without permission from Anne Koplik Designs, Inc.